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subscript denotinq ship sta-
ABSTRACT

The American Bureau of Shipping has
investigated propeller-induced and wave-
induced hull structure vibrations on
many types of vesselB to ensuze compli-
ance with strength standards and speci-
fied habitability criteria. This paper
illustrates some large-scale vibration
analysea performed with the aid of finite
element computer models representing en-
tire vessels. The analyses provide de-
tailed information on frequencies and
response of deckhouses, shafting and
other critical areas to propeller-in-
duced forces. Modeling techniques, to-
gether with their application and in-
fluence on results, are discussed.

The paper also describes the vibra-
tory response of ship hulls to the exci-
tation of irregular wave loads. This
phenomenon includes the so-called
“springing” coupled with the wave-in-
duced bending moment in a random process
which can be represented mathematically
with a flexible beam model.

Correlation between calculated re-
sults and data from full-scale measure-
ments is presented and evaluated. Some
of the potential problems caused by vi-
brations are discussed, together with
proposed feasible solutions.

NOMENCLATURE

‘s column cross-sectional area

B subscript denoting equivalent
bar

Bi breadth of ship at waterline

B.R. blade rate

(c) damping matrix

c~ scattering parameter

c combined stress

D density of water

‘B column modulus of elasticity
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significant wave height
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stiffness matrix

column stiffness

vertical buoyancy stiffness

longitudinal direction

column length

spacing between ship stations

mass matr ix

number of stress reccxds

radius of propeller

response amplitude operatoK

root-mean-square
springing stress

vertical direction

low-frequency wave- induced
stress

mass damping coefficient

stiffness damping coefficient

ratio of actual to critical
damping

natural frequency

2 x B.R. twice blade rate

INTRODUCTION

The problem of ahip vibrations has
existed for a long time, but ita severity
has been increased recently by the tzend
towarda vessels of greater power and
higher speed. The vibration problems re-
fer to the atzucture of the ship and its
components. The necessity of avoiding
excessive deflections and stresses in
the ship’s structure and itB components,
as well as the comfort required by a
ship ts crew and the smooth rides required
by delicate onboard instruments have
underlined the importance of ship vibra-
tions. Accordingly, many investigations
of an analytical and/or emDir ical nature
have been ~onducted in the iast decade to
qain a better understanding of the
ous phases of ship vibrationa,
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causes, their effects, and the most ef-
fective ways to minimize the problems
that they bring about. The main purpose
of these investigations is to develop
analytical tools which can be used to
eliminate potential problems at an earlv
design sta<e.

A first step in the solution of a
complex problem with many variables is to
separate the variables and study their
individual effects on the overall re-
sult. Then the variables can be categor-
ized by their proper importance and in-
fluence on the overall results. The last
step is to combine as many variables as,
are necessary to obtain realistic values
of the desired solutions.

This has been the approach summa-
rized in this paper, which describes some
of the results obtained at the American
Bureau of Shipping during the course of
numerous investigations into different
aspects of ship vibrations. The examples
presented are illustrative rather than
comprehensive and indicate further areas
where additional research is advisable.

PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS

Propeller Forces

As the ship operates in the sea,
there are various sources of periodic
excitation forces which may excite ship
vibration. However, the propeller-in-
duced vibratory forces remain the most
important of all periodic forces, espe-
cially since the trend in shipbuilding is
toward high-power flexible ships.

The following discussion refers to
generalized forces, i.e. forces and mo-
ments.

The propeller-induced vibratory
forces may be transmitted to the hull in
two distinctly diffe~ent ways:

1) Directly through the shafting
bearings, the so called “bear-
ing forces. “

2) Indirectly bv wav of the un-
steady w-ate; p~essure field
acting on the surface of the
stern counter, the so-called
“surface forces. 18

The “bearing forces’n are due en-
tirely to the circumferential ~on-”nl -
formity of the hull wake. The “surface
forces” depend on the ciccumfecential

non-uniformity of the hull wake as well
as propeller blade cavitation, which in
many instances is the dominant factor
that causes sevece ship vibration.

The propeller-induced vibratory
forces can be calculated by a progzam
such as ABS/SURFORCE, for which the hull
geometry, ship speed, hull wake, pro-
peller geometry, RPM and cavitation
characteristics must be given.

The hull geometry is defined by con-
tour lines at various longitudinal sta-
tions (see Figures 1 and 2). Finer-
spaced stations should be used in the
stern region to get a better degree of
accuracy in the calculation. The pro-
peller geometry is usually modeled by
equally-spaced radial stations, and at
each station, the pi-opener section qeo-
metry (wing section) is represented by
equally-spaced offsets, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. The required hull wake data is
usually taken fcom a wake experiment.

The cavitation pattern can be mod-
eled from propeller tests in a cavitation
tunnel, as illustrated in Figure 4. The
“sheet” cavitation has been found to be
the predominant source of cavitation-in-
duced “surface forcetU. The cavitation
pattern can be described by the extent of
cavitation, the inception angle and ter-
mination angle of cavitation, and the
rates of developing and collapsing of
cavitation.

By assuming a linear theory, the
propeller-induced perturbation to tbe
flow may be reqarded as a superposition
of the effect of the blade pressure
“loading” (due to tbe shape of propeller
camber) , and the fluid displacing effect
of the blade ‘thickness.’, ‘The bear ing
forces,’ are due to the “loadi”gC)effect
OnlY. The “surface forces” are caused by
both ‘Iloading,!a“d “thickness!, effects.
When tbe propeller is cavitating, it pKo-
duces an additional ,,thickness,,effect.
Bearing and surface forces are usually
calculated at blade rate and twice blade
rate since higher frequency components
are negligible. To illustrate the indi-
vidual relative magnitudes of these
forces, the bear inq forces and vertical
surface forces for a medium-size tanker
are shown in Table I.

Both the magnitude and the phase
angle (position of the propeller blade
nearest top-dead-center when the verti-
cal upward force is maximum) of all the

“’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’‘r;.L..

A.P. F.P.

Fig. 1 Longitudinal stations for calculations of added mass and
propeller-induced “ibratory forces
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Fig. 2
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PROPELLER

TABLE I

FORCES - ECOLOGICAL TANKER

I I Phase
Type Magnitude Angle I

1 1

BEARING FORCES (LOADING EFFEcT)
BLADE RATE

Alternating

1

10,062.
I

66.95°
Trust lbs .

Alternating 387,200 -112.78°
Torque in.lbs.

Vertical 3,128.4 30.33”
Force lbs.

Vertical 1,080,000 54.26°
Moment In. lbs.

Horizontal 8,837.8 102.50°
Force lbs.

Horizontal 3,130,000 103.58°
Moment

VERTICAL SURFACE FORCES
BLADE RATE

I
I 1 I

Non-Cavity

1

3,825.2
1
-141.050

Loading Effect lbs.

Total

L

3,734. 0.98°
lbs.

VERTICAL SURFACE FORCES
2X BLADE RATE

Cavitation

I
3,028.75

I
13.16°

Thickness Effect lbs.

forces must be accurately determined be-
cause the phase angle plays an important
role in the overall structural response,
as will be discussed later.

Buoyancy SPr inqs

The effect of the buoyancy of the
water on the ship can be simulated by in-
troducing vertical springs whose stiff-
nesses are equivalent to the buoyancy
effects at the corresponding ship sta-
tions. Each node located along the wet-
ted surface of the ship represents the
free end of an axial bar, acting as a

column, which is the computer model equi-
valent of the buoyancy spring.

The equivalent vertical buoyancy
stiffness at a ship station for a given
draft is the vertical focce necessary to
produce a unit vertical deflection at
that station. This stiffness, Ki, can be
approximated as

Ki = DBiLi (1)

where Ki = vertical buoyancy stiff-
ness at station i

D = density of water

as a

Bi = breadth of ship at water-
line at station i

Li = station spacing at station
i, taken as the average of
the distance between sta-
tions i and i+l and the
distance between stations
i and i–1.

The stiffness of an axial bar acting
column, XB, is given by

%’8
‘B== (2)

where AB = cross-sectional area of
the bar

EB = modulus of elasticity of
tbe bar

LB = length of the bar

Equating the two stiffnesses, KBi = Ki,
we get

LBiBiDL.

bi=~ (3)

where the i subscript refers to station
i.

‘heCross-’ectio”a’areas%e%the total equivalent bar areas a
ship station. These areas are usually
distributed to the various nodes in con-
tact with water, in approximate propor-
tion to an effective transverse width
associated with each node.

Hydrodynamic Added Masses

As the ship is vibrating, the fluid
surrounding the ship hull produces an ef-
fect equivalent to a very considerable
increase in the mass of the ship, kno”n
as “Added Mass”. In ship vibration anal-
ysis, the added mass distribution should
be properly taken into account since it
is of the same order of magnitude as the
mass of the ship.

The added mass distribution ca” be
calculated by a computer program such as
ABS/ADDMASS , which is based on linear-
ized ideal fluid theory. The data per-

+-
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Fig. 5 Added
taining to the hull geometry under water
is needed in this calculation and the
geometry is approximated hy contour
lines at various longitudinal stations.
Each contour line is represented by line
segments, on which an added mass distri-
bution is found. A typical added mass
distribution along the length of a
medium-size tanker is shown in Figure 5.

As in the case of buoyancy springs,
the total added mass per station is dis-
tributed to the various finite element
model nodes in contact with water in ap-
proximate proportion to an effective
transverse width associated with each
node.

The damping associated with ship
hull vibration is relatively little
known, but it is generally assumed that
energy is dissipated by the following
processes:

a) Structural damping
b) Cargo damping
c) Water friction
d) Pressure waves generation
e) Surface waves generation
f) Ship forward speed

The formulation of expressions for
the damping forces poses a difficult
problem that still requires extensive
research. For practical purposes, how-
ever, it is assumed that the effects due
to structural damping, cargo damping,
water friction and pressure waves gene-
ration can be lumped together under the
name of “internal*@ damping. Refer ence
(1) presents a graph of the variation of
this internal damping with frequency
based on experimental data on all-welded
ships. Tbe effects of the generation of

mass distribution

surface waves and the forward speed can
be called “hydrodynamic” damping and are
usually calculated by computer programs,
S“ch aS l, SEAKEEPING,, (2) . Within the’
frequency range of interest for ship vi-
brations, the internal damping increases.
with frequency in a logarithmic relation

whereas hydrodynamic damping decreases
asymptotically. At propeller blade fre-
quencies, and higher, for example, the
hydrodynamic damping is very small com-
pared to the internal damping and can be
neglected. Around the frequency of the
bull girder lower modes, the hydro-
dynamic damping is usally predominant.

The damping values are usually con-
verted to ratios of critical damping.
These ratios are required to calculate
the damping coefficients that must be
used as input for computer programs that
determine the forced response character-
istics of a ship.

For a constant damping ratio for all
frequencies, Rayleigb damping can be as-
sumed and the damping matrix (C) can be
expressed as

(C)= ci(M)+ 6(K) (4)

‘here [1): ~ygf~~~i;atrix ~
a = mass damping Coefficient
E = e.js;~ness damping coeffi-

For a single degree of freedom system, &
the ratio of actual to critical damping
c can he expressed (3) as

~=g+L *EL! (5)

where w = frequency of mode under
consideration.

k —
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Fig. 6 Isometric view of oil ca?~ier model - Port side

PROPELLER- INDUCED VIBRATIONS

Results on Selected Vessels

1100 ft. Oil Carrier. One vessel on
which vibration characteristics and re-
sponses were investigated both analyti-
cally and experimentally was a 1100- ft.
oil carrier. The entire ship was repre-
sented in the mathematical model, with
one half actually modeled bec:use of sym
metry about the vertical centerline
plane. This resulted in a model with 411
degrees of freedom. An isometric view of
the model is shown in Figure 6.

The masses and structural stiff-
nesses define the free vibration char-
acteristics of the mathematical model
representing the ship. The summary of
masses for tbe half ship modeled was:

NASSES (POUND sEc.2/INCH)

FULL BALLAST
LOADING LOADING

Light Ship Equipment 5,483 5,483
Light Ship structure 111,551 111,551
Cargo, Fuel, Ballast 767,493 304,396
Added Hydrodynamic 1,123,021 955,523

Total 2,007,548 1,376,953

The high relative magnitudes of the added
hydrodynamic masses can be immediately
nDted from the above tabulation. Re-
sponses of the vessel to propeller-in-
duced vibratory forces “ere calculated
for the two loading conditions and 3
RPNs . The locations of the nodes and the
corresponding deflection amplitudes are
given i“ Table II.

870- ft. Ecological Tanker. Another
vessel whose vibration characteristics,
and responses were thoroughly investi-
gated analytically was a 870-ft. ecolo-
gical tanker with double bottom and
double skin (5).

A mathematical mDdel of half the
ship represented the entire ship because
of symmetry, resulting in a model with
2605 degrees of freedom. The mathemati-
cal model is illustrated in Figure 7.
TYPical SeCt iOnS aIe shown in Figures 8,
9, and 10.

The responses of the vessel to pro-
peller-induced vibratory forces were
calculated for 2 RPMs at selected points,
as listed in Table III.

833- ft. Great Lakes Bulk Carrier.
The vibration characteristics and re-
sponses of an 833-ft. bulk carrier were
investigated both analytically and ex-
per imentally for two different stern
configurations, one representing the
ship as built and one incorporating a
shroud or tunnel around the propeller
(6).

~,sbefore, one half of the ship was
used to represent the entire vessel,
result:-~ ~- ? nodel with 754 degrees of
freedom. An isometric view of the model
iS shown in Figure 11.

The response amplitudes were calcu-
lated for two different propeller speeds
and two different stern configurations
(with and without tunnel) for approxi-
mately 60 points in the after body of tbe
vessel. Table IV summarizes the response
at 7 locations on the main deck, shown in
Figure 12, where measurements were also
taken for all four conditions.

Natural Frequencies. The lowest
modes of free, undamped vibratiDn of a
ship are usually cal~ulated to give an
indication of the hull girder vibration
Ct,a:acteristics. These are useful for
checking the mathematical model by com-
paring the calculated hull girder fre-
quencies with those obtained by rela-
tively simple formulas, such as given in
Reference (7). The lower modes are also
of major importance in the study of wave-
induced vibrations.

For the three vessels described,
the lowest mode frequencies are sununa-
rized in Table V.

TyPical mode shapes are shown in
Figures 13 and 14. It can be see” from
these mode shapes that the first mode
corresponds basically tD a heave mDtion,
tbe second mode to a pitch motion and the
third me-- to a two-node deflected shap
Calied the “springing” mode,
se-ting the fundamental (lowest)re~;
deflection of a free-free beam. This
third mode is bometimes referred to ~S
the first or fundamental mode of vertical
vibration (in which case it is possible
to refer to the heave and pitch modes as
the –lst and Oth modes respect ively-), and
is the main mode of intezest in the con-
sideration of wave-induced ,,spri”aing-.

The higher modes represent local
vibrations and must be understood as rep-
resenting tbe response sf a three~di~~-
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Fi,g. 7 Isometric view of ecological tanker model - Port side
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Fig. 8 Afterbody centerline - Ecological tankep
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SIDEVIEW

Fig. 9 Longitudinal sections - Ecological tanker
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UODELm. M (SH1P FR. 51]

Fig. 10 Transverse frame in way of
bridge wing - ECOlOgiCal
tanker

sional finite element model as opposed to
the usual free-free beam representation
of the ship.

Parametric Effects

Effect of Propeller Bearing Forces.
The magnl tude and the phase angle of pro-

peller bearing forces have an important
effect on the response of tbe vessel!s
afterbody when combined with the surface
Eozces. In order to quantify the effect
of each component of pcopeller forces,
responses at a representative location
on the aft main deck of a Great Lakes
bulk carrier were calculated at full
power (120 RPM) for two different stern
configurations.

The calculated propeller forces and
phase angles are listed in Table VI.

The vertical amplitudes of dis-
placement from these forces were calcu-
lated at various points on the main deck
afterbody. The calculations were done
for four different combinations of sur-
face and bearing forces, a“d the resUltS
are shown in Table VII.

These results underline the impor-
tance of the phase angle of the propeller
forces, especially in regions of low vi-
bration amplitudes. To illustrate this
further, the response at twice blade rate
at point J is plotted in Figure 15.

An interesting observation is that
with equal bearing forces for both stern
configurations, the combined calculated
response for the stern configuration
without tunnel is almost 3 times smaller,
even though the calculated surface force
is about 8 times larger. This is of
course due to the effect of the force
phase angles, which becomes significant
in the calculation of responses of small
magnitude.

Effect of Dampinq. The dampinq as-
sociated with the vibrational resvonse
of a vessel is very difficult to d~ter -
mine analytically. In the frequency
ranqe of propeller-induced vibrations,
the response is not very sensitive to

L-8



damping variations except in the case of peller forces by means of the NASTRAS
external forces near resonance with one program. A damping matrix pro~rtional
of the higher natural modes of the to the stiffness matrix was used in the
structure. equations of motion.

The results of a study of the effect
of damping variations on the afterbody
response of a Great Lakes bulk carrier
are summarized in Table VIII. For tbe
propeller- frequency range of interest,
damping was calculated to be approxi-
mately 1% of critical. This damping was
incorporated in the solution of the
steady-state response to calculated pro-

w quantify the effect of damping
variations, analyses were performed with
values of 5 times and 1/5 of the calcu-
lated 1% damping. The results in table
VIII show that for this particular case,
the very small damping results in a large
increase in calculated response ampli-
tudes at twice the propeller blade rate.

TABLE II

PROPELLER-INDUCED DISPLACEMENTS - OIL CARRIER

NUMBER OF BLADES = 6

Calculated Amplitude in Mils
Location Node ~

(De;:h.use extends from NO . Dir. 85 RPM 82 RPM
27 to Fr. 57)

70 RPM

Full Full Full
Load Ballast Load Ballast Load Ballasf

Main deck t. Fr. 57’ 135 v 1.95 3.38 1.55 2.83 1.82 3.10
135 L 0.85 1.68 0.75 0.95 0.64 0.94

Main deck off k Fr. 57 136 v 1.93 3.05 1.48 2.91 1.67 3.31

Main deck, house edge Fr. 57 137 v 1.86 3.22 1.45 2.67
Deckhouse top t Fr. 57

1.67 2.88
145 v 1.98 3.3i’ 1.47 2.81 1.73 3.25
145 L 2.07 3.10 1.54 2.10 1.40 3.46

Deckhouse top off & Fr. 57 146 L 2.02 3.04 1.52 2.06
Deckhouse top,hous’e edge Fr.57 147 L

1.38 3.40
2.00 3.00 1.51 2.03 1.37 3.37

Deckhouse top,house edge Fr.43 189 2.00 3.00 1.50 2.03
Inner bottom & Fr. 40

1.37 3.35
196 : 3.13 6.o1 2.97 5.71 2.35 4.21

Inner bottom at shell Fr. 40 197 v 2.62 5.07 2.65 4.87 2.27 4.07
Shaft < , bull gear 199 v 2.91 5.72 2.67 5.48 2.27 4.22

199 L 2.74 3.76 3.48 3.41 2.22 2.21
Inner bottom ~ Fr. 37 207 v 2.71 5.68 2.67 5.50 2.38 4.70
Inner bottom at shell I+. 37 208 v 2.23 4.75 2.25 4.67 2.22 4.40
Main deck, house edge Fr. 37 216 v 3.o8 3.67 2.10 3.15 2.o6 3.23
Deckhouse top & Fr. 33 227 L 2.09 3.12 1.51 2.09 1.40 3.47
Deckhouse top off $ Fr. 33 228 L 2.09 3.15 1.45 2.05
Shaft t ,

1.40 3.45
thrust bearing 229 ‘? 2.88 6.41 2.83 6.o7 2.26 4.62

229 L 2.67 3.70 3.42 3.38 2.20 2.19

Inner bottom & FT. 30 238 v 2.72 3.70 2.24 3.75 1.90 4.78
Inner bottom at shell Fr. 30 239 v 3.01 3.63 2.50 3.68 1.90 4.75
Inner bottom & Fr. 27 258 v 3.17 3.54 2.63 3.29
Inner bottom at shell F?. 27 259 v

1.93 4.82
3.24 3.63 2.70 3.25 1.95 4.78

Main deck ~ Fr. 27 266 v 4.03 4.12 3.61 3.07 2.12 4.44
266 L 1.12 3.13 1.36 1.90 1.84 1.45

Main deck off k Fr. 27 267 v 4.01 4.23 3.33 3.30 2.o3 4.6o
Deckhouse top ‘t Fr. 27 270 ‘? 4.13 4.13 3.40 3.21

27o L
2.00 4.63

1.24 2.69 1.10 1.50
Deckhouse top off ~ Fr. 27 274 L

1.18 2.38
1.09 2.72 1.02 1.07 1.18 2.36

Shaft ~ , line bearing 276 v 3.28 3.72 2.70 3.09 2.07 4.82
276 L 3.65 4.41 4.20 4.01 2.75 2.81

Inner bottom & FT. 24 286 v 3.45 4.01 2.85 2.88 2.22 4.86
Inner bottom at shell Fr’.24 287 v 3.35 4.01 2.81 2.90 2.16 4.82
Shaft 4_ , Stern tube bearing 296 v 3.09 4.64 3.49 3.76 2.38 4.78

296 L 4.25 4.81 4.62 4.37 3.07 3.16
Propeller centroid 305 v 3.49 4.90 3.57 3.87 2.57 4.87

305 L 4.58 5.01 4.82 4.57 3.23 3.33

.

● v = vertical
L = Longitudinal

L-9
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The effects of damping variations
cannot be generalized because these ef-
fects will depend on overall or local
resonance conditions. Several studies
(8), (9), have addressed this questiOn
and present useful information about the
effects and importance of damping on ship
response.

Habitability Cziteria

There is a wide range of opinions
concerning the acceptable levels of
vibration on a ship. In general, vibra-
tion will cause physical annoyance to the
crew before it adversely affects the ship

structure, machinery, equipment or car-
go. The question of how much h.ma” be-
ings can endure aboard ship has been the
subject of many studies, but there is no
general agreem~nt on vibration accepta-
bility criteria at this time.

The International Standards Organi-
zation (1S0) bas recommended acceptable
levels of vibration displacements for 8-
hour fatigue-decreased proficiency as
shown in Figure 16 (10). The ISO also
suggests that different levels of human
response to vibration for different ex-
posure times can be obtained by ratios
given in Table IX.

TABLE III

PROPELLER-INDUCED DISPLACEMENTS - ECOLOGICAL TANKER

NUMBER OF BLADES = 5

Calculated Amplitude in Mils
Location Node

(Deckhouse extends from No . Vertical
Fr. 16 to Fr. 5z)

Longitudinal

93.7 RPM 85 RPM 93.7 RPM 85 RPM

Shell bottom & stern 1 20.31 32.o6
Steering gear flat i Fr. G 12 15.66 25.41
Steering &ar flat ~ FF. A

2.10
21

3.83
9.66 16.83

Propeller centroid 34 110.66 193.97 7.85
Stern tube, aft end

12.70
51 9.32 13.39

Bottom shell C Fr. 16
3.43 1.94

70
Upper deck d Fr. 16

3.47 2.74
98 3.67 1.88

uPPe? deck at side Fr. 16 103
3.30 5.44

2.41
Shaft ‘L line bearing

1.77
133 3.26 3.70

Shaft & thrust bearing 197 3.27 2.58 1.93 0.66

“C” deck at side Fr. 28 223 3.05 1.72
>eckhouse top f Fr. 28

2.11
226 3.86

3.6o
2.50

Zngine room flat t Fr. 31
1.70

248
1.11

2.81 2.4o
Zngine room flat off { Fr. 31

2.85
250 6.54

2.37
4.6o

“A” deck side Fr. 31 265 3.o8 1.82
Jeckhou.e top & FF. 34 323

1.96 3.54
3.27 2.22

shaft ~ bull gear
4.03

345
4.76

3.07 2.75
shafting foundation ~ Fr. 36 347 3.23
“D” deck side Fr. 36

2.73
369 2.84 1.92 2.98

Shafting foundation ~ Fr. 38 395
4.21

3.12 2.78 1.81 0.68

39’ Flat off ~ Fr. 38 402
‘E” deck off L Fr. 35

3.11 2.14
425

1.o8 0.70
2.65

3hafting foundation f FP. 41 452
1.89 3.50 4.53

2.82 2.91 1.88
Jpper deck C Fr. 41 491

0.72
2.40 1.76

[nner bottom off t Fr. 45 507 2.42 2.13
:teering gear flat k Fr. 45 520 2.87 1.93
‘E” deck side Fr. U5

1.31
544

2.00
1.65 1.25

‘C” deck ~ Fr. 47
3.49 4.52

597 1.69 1.24
leckhouse top & Fr. 47 609

2.64 4.01
2.01 1.89

Pop of mast ~ Fr. 147 611
4.49 4.96

2.55 2.63 16.67 20.19

‘C” deck side Fr. 50 665 1.50 1.18
3ottom shell f Fr. 51 688

2.65
2.12

3.99
1.49

‘?” deck side Fr. 51 746 1.69 1.20 4.05
‘F” deck wing edge Fr. 51 747

4.8o
1.71 1.21 4.11

Jpper deck at shell Fr. 51 759
4.86

1.18 0.94
;hell bottom k Fr. 25 922 2.14
;hell bottom & FI.. 92

1.55
1188 1.92 0.94

:bell bottom 6 Fr. 45 1295 2.99 0.92

&
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TABLE IV

FW,OPELLER.INLUCED DISPL.ACEPIENTS _ BULK OAR~I~~

NUMBER OF BLADES = 4

Calculated Am~

120 RMP
with tunnel

.tude in Mils

110 RPM
without tunnel

Node

(M%
)eck Aft. )

120 RPM
without tunnel

110 RPM
with tunnel

B. R.
I,oinl

B. R.

4.47

3.7’7

0.26

0.25

0.15

1.25

1.50

2xB. R . B. R,

3.38

2.87

0.14

0.20

0.17

0.92

1.03

?xB. R.

0.55

0.43

0.30

0.27

0.21

0.28

0.61

B. R.

3.17

2.75

0.26

0.25

0.37

1.22

1.41

?xB. R.

0.31

0.20

0.25

0.28

0.17

0.05

0.14

2xB. R

0.42

0.33

0.21

0.13

0.02

0.06

0.07

559

542

502

472,442

ti42

503

471

L

B

F

H

K

A

J

0.52

0.39

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.17

0.22

2.17

1.89

0.20

0.18

0.28

0.84

0.96

B. R. = Blade Rate
The preliminary guidelines proposed

by SNAf.lBHS-7 (Ship Vibration Panel) as
presented in Figure 17 (11) show somewhat
higher acceptable levels of vibration
displacements. It is noted that the
guidelines are to be used for both verti-
cal and horizontal vibraitons; in the low
frequency range (O to 4 Hz) human comfort
is governed by horizontal vibration and
above this range by vertical vibration.

TABLE V

CALCULATED NATURAL FREQUENCIES

lloo.ft.
oil

Carrier

7
)Sj-ft.
Bulk

:arrie

Full
Load

0.112

0.154

0.488

0.998

1.090

1.435

1.655

870-ft .
:cologica
Tanker

Ballast

0.138

0.161

0.911

1.923

2.658

2.935

3.512

3.572

3.69o

3.999

Full
Load

0.076

0.115

0.449

0.583

0.918

1.294

1.594

1.735

1.844

2.o66

allast

0.089

0.138

0.569

0.703

1.135

1.569

1.863

2.o45

2.140

2.310

ode
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

!0

Correlation of Measured and Calculated
DJlttJ

A comparison between the calculated
deflection amplitudes a“d the corre-
sponding amplitudes measured during a
sea-trial of a 1100-ft. oil carrier is
presented in Table x.

Tbe following comments apply to the com-
parison:

1. The ship region scrutinized is
practically vibration-free and
in this domain, even though the
relativ,e values are Consider-
ably different, they represent
a consistently low magnitude.
Simplifying assumptions intro-
ducing negligible inaccuracies
in the overall anlaysis will
tend to exaggerate the local
differences at this low vibra-
tion level.

2. The mathematical model analyzed
does not allow for representa-
tion of local structure, which
may have some effect on vibra-
tion amplitudes.

J
1.886

When vibrations occur in the verti-
cal and horizontal directions simultane-
ously, tbe IsO recommends that the cor-
respond ing limits apply to each compo-
nent and that tbe annovance level be
taken as the square roo< of the sum of
the squares of the annoyance level asso-
ciated with each component.
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Fig. 11 Isometric view of bulk carrier model - Port side

\

Fig. 12 Location of vibration
measurements on main
deck aft

3. One half of the ship “as con-
sidered in the analysis, with
the assumption of synunetry at
the vertical centerline plane.
The measured maxima, as give”
for the port and starboard
sides i“ Table x, are not sym_
metrical.

4. The magnitude of tbe mean
thrust, the time histories of
the vertical and longitudinal
alternating forces and their
phase relationship were oh-
tained from approximate design
considerations. The corre-
sponding actual values of these
parameters are obviously some-
what different.

5. Many factors of ship operation

which cannot be taken into ac-
count for the theoretical cal-
culations are present during
measurements. These include
rudder movement (which was kept
to a minimum but not ZerO
value) , uneven distrihutio” of
::)eller forces On the hull,

L-12

Consider ing the above-meritioned
iterns, the correlatim summarized in
Table X is quite ~ati~fa~to~y and both

the predicted a“d meaS”red vibration
levels are of a very low order of magni-
tude.

Discussion of Results

The illustrative examples for the
three vessels analyzed indicate some
general patterns of behavior such as the
similar characteristics of hull girder
lower modes a“d tbe maximum respo”se Of

after body structure at propeller blade
rate. Many of the results, however, can-
not be pzedicted without a realiStic fi-
nite element reprentation of the ship;s
after body and its solution by means of
large-scale computer programs with dy-
namic capabilities. The complexity of
tbe model and the scope of the analysis
will of course depend on the severity of
the vibration problems (expected or ex-
perienced) . Special areas under in-
vestigation must be represented by a rel-
atively fine-mesh model. The effects of
parameters of doubtful magnitude must be
Carefully evaluated within their poS~i-

ble limits.

Tbe presence and severity of ship-
board vibration problems can beSt be
ascertained by determining general
trend$ and patterns of vibratory re-
sponse, fOllowed by a judicious se-
lection of the predominant para~eter~
and extrapolation of tbe pertinent data.

A, very helpful tml is the comparison
w:th known vibration characteristics of
similar ships.

The prevention of excessive vibra-
tion amplitudes can be accomplished by
reducing tbe source of the exciting
forces or by stiffening the 10C=l Struc-
ture which may exhibit potential prob-
lems. The available options to do this
diminish as the design a“d ~o”str”ction
advance through their var ious stages; a
preliminary indication of potential vi-
bration problems is therefore highly de-
sirable because a fairly large choice of
solutions exists at an early design
stage.

.
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The exciting fOrceS can be reduced structure or additions of structural

by choosing a propeller with an optimum members. Areas of the vessel, s after-

combination of characteristics, the most body, especially deckhouses and engine
important of which are the number Of KOOm foundations,
blades,

may experience

degree of skew and presence of excessive vibrations and can be

ducts. The stern configuration around strengthened accordingly.
the propeller will also have a signifi-
cant effect on the exciting forces, which
can be decreased by factors such as a WAVE-IWDUCED SHIP HULL VIBRATIONS
stern tunnel, Stern fin S or increased
clearance around the pzopeller. Definition of Problem

Modification of the ship structure
will result in changes of stiffness,
which in turn change tbe natural frequen-
cies and the degree of resonant or near-
resonant response amplitudes. A signi-
ficant change in the stiffness of the en-
tire hull girder can only be obtained
with massive changes in the ship’s shell,
deck and longitudinal structu~e; the im-
practicality of doing this makes the hull
girder Stiff”esses (and, by extension,
natural frequencies) fairly constant
once the basic structural design is fin-
ished. On the other hand, local stiff-
nesses and frequencies can he modified
with some judicious changes in local

At frequencies lower than those of
propeller-induced vibrations, the ship
vibrates in beam-like modes due to the
excitation of waves. These vibrations
are particularly important in large
ships characterized hy low natusal fre-
quencies and in fast ships of relatively
high frequencies of encounter. A signi-
ficant hull girder bending may occur due
to the excitation of tbe beam-like low
mode vibrations of the ship by the energy
present in the corresponding frequency
range of the sea spectrum. For this
reason, it is necessary to consider the
wave-induced vibrations in addition to
tbe traditional aspects of ship design.

4

3

2

1

P.

-1.

-2.

-3.

-4.

Fig. 13 Hull girder vibration mode shapes and frequencies -
Ecological tanker - Modes 1 through 6
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Fig. 14 Hull girder vibration mode shapes and frequencies -
Ecological tanker - Modes 7 thrOugh 10

TABLE VI

CALCULATED PROPELLER FORCES - BULK CARRIER

with tunnel without tunnel

B.R. 2XB.R. B.R. 2xB .R.

1. Vertical Surface Force (lbs.) 19,560. 3,841. 46,252. 30,769.
Phase Angle (9) 90.41 140.78 50.25 -139.17

2. Vertical Bearing Force (lbs ) 815. 766. 815. 766.
Phase Angle (?-) 133.21 -2.41 133.21 -2.41

3. Longitudinal Bearing Force (lbs.) 7401. 3141. 7401. 3141.
Phase Angle (!) -39.6 176.81 -39.6 176.81

Q. Bearing Bending Moment (in. lbs. ) 854,918. 279>776. 854,918. 279,776.
Phase Angle (2) -63.21 -156. o3 -63.21 -156.03 .

E.R. = Blade Rate

L-14
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TABLE VII

EFFECTS OF PROPELLER-INDUCED FORCE COMPONENTS
ON RESPONSE OF MAIN DECK AFT - BULK CARRIER

Calculated Amplitude in Mils

120 RPM
without tunnel

120 RPM
with tunnel

I 1+2+3 1+2+3+41

I
B.R 2xB.F

.46 .33

.92 .16

.18 .33

.17 .31

.02 .09

.98 .12

.23 .43

1+2 1

XB.F

1+2 1+2+3

I

B.R.2xB.F

.13 .41

.82 .35

.13 .02

.13 .07

.20 .15

.55 .19

.56 .34

1+2+3+4

F
Polnl

L

B

F

3.R.

.60

.04

.26

.22

.18

.00

,21II
‘xB.R B.R2xB. F

.6o 4.47 .52

.39 3.77 .39

.32 .26 .14

.28 .25 .12

.08 .15 .13

.08 1.25 .17

.15 1.50 .22

3.R,

.55

.31

.08

.08

.01

h4

.55

B.R.

.56

.32

.08

.08

.01

.tib

.55

??5.1

I
B.R.2XB.F

.47 .31

.92 .15

.18 .32

.17 .30

.02 .08

.98 .11

.23 .41

B.R,2xB.R,

.38 .55

.87 .43

.14 .30

.20 .27

.17 .21

.92 .28

.03 .61

.03

.02

.03

.03

.01

.01

.04

.04

.02

.04

.03

.01

.01

.04

IH

L
K

A

J

B.R.= Blade Rate 1 = Vertical surface force
2 = Vertical bearing foyce
3 = Longitudinal bearing force
4 = Bearing bending !nOm;nt

TABLE VIII

calculated VERTICAL VIBRATION AMPLITuDES (MILS)

BULK-CARRIER

Blade Rate Twice Blade Rate

Oint with tunnel without tunnel with tunnel without tunnel
—.

I
0.2%

L 3.66

B 3.10

F 0.10

H 0.23

K 0.23

A 0.94

J 1.01

Damping (Percent of Critical)

1
5%

0.47

0.31

0.31

0.22

0.07

0.06

0.11

1%

3.38

2.87

0.14

0.20

0.17

0.92

1.03

5%

2.83

2.42

0.27

0.18

0.09

0.87

1.02

0.2%

4.76

4.01

0.22

0.29

0.21

1.27

1.49

1%

4.47

3.77

0.26

0.25

0.15

1.25

1.50

5%

3.86

3.29

0.43

0.28

0.17

1.21

1.48

5%

0.40

0.26

0.27

0.19

0.07

0.09

0.22

0.2Z

1.60

1.33

0.12

0.37

0.56

0.89

1.64

1%

0.52

0.39

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.17

0.22I
o.2g 1%

2.02 0.55

1.71 0.43

0.38 0.30

0.61 0.27

0.74 0.21

1.19 0.28

2.29 0.61

i’

,.
for so-called ,,spri”ging!, ace set Up by

Large vessels operating in the the relatively high flexibility and
Great Lakes represent a class of ships in small draft of Great Lakes ships. In
which these wave-induced vibrations are, addition, the relatively low sea states
in general, more important than in ocean- of the Great Lakes increase the ratio of
going ships. The conditions necessary the springing moment to the wave loading

moment.
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The recent growth in ship length in-
dicates a trend towards longer ships in
the Great Lakes, while the width and
depth are restricted by the physical con-
finement of the passageways. The in-
crease in slenderness and the accom-
panying decrease in natural frequencies
pint out the need for taking the pheno-
menon of springing into consideration.
Consequently, an extensive research pro-
gram was initiated several years ago
cover ing a broad spectEum of subjects
which included Great Lakes wav.s beha-
vior, instrumentation of ships, full-
scale measurements of dynamic ship re-
sponses, model tests, data correlation,
theoretical analysis, computer prcqram

1 = Surface force, vertical
2 = Bearing force, vertical
3 = Bearing force, longitudinal
4 = Bearing bending moment

development, and the investigation of
the effects of springing on fatigue
strength. while tbe research work is
continuing, some analytical results of
the wave-induced dynamic responses to-
gether with correlation with full-scale
measured data have been obtained.

Analytical Investigations and Computer
Programs

Beam theozy has long been success-
fully used to predict primary stresses in
a ship due to hull girder bending. In
the last two decades, a more accurate
estimation of such stresses has been ob-

1+2+3+4

4

SCALE

“,\ I /

I /
il,~/

-+

~1~1
PHASE
ANGLE _

1+2+3 \

Without Tunnel 1+2 With Tunnel

I

~ 1+2 Without Tunnel

120 RPM-TWICE BLADE RATE-POINT J

0.1 Mlls
Without Tunnel
With Tunnel

Fig. 15 Vertical displacements for individual and combined
propeller force components
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TABLE IX

ANNOYANCE LEVELS REFERRED TO 8-HR
FATIGUE-DECREASED PROFICIENCY

.ength of
]xpo sure

24 hr.

8 hF.

4 4 hr.

2.5 hr.

1 hr.

25 min.

16 min.

1 min.

Level of Severit!i

educet
omfort

0.0795

0.318

0.53

0.72

1.19

1.81

2.14

2.82

Fatigue-
Decreased
‘roficlenc~

0.25

1.

1.68

2.25

3.75

5.7

6.875

8.90

Safe
:xposure
Limit

0.50

2.

3.36

4.5

7.5

11.4

13.5

17.8

800 I I I I I I I I
.,,,,

4m [Ill\\
YJJ ..”,’ c),V,DRAT,O..DLs,,’.c,.w,...

s,.,.1s. OR S,TT,.G t

,
h’il i I I I I I

L

0.* \x

0.,
\

0.4

,,,46. s,0 ,, 40 ,0 w
Frequency (Hz.)

Fig. 16 1S0 guide for evaluating
human exposure to whole-
body vibration

tained using finite element methods. Un-
fortunately, difficulties in formulating
the expressions for the randomly varying
enViKOnmental loads encountered by a
ship require fuzther investigation.
Furthermore, the coupling of the hull
girder flexibility and the external
hydrodynamic forces represents another
obstacle in using refined structural
methods for tbe analysis of wave-induced
ship vibrations. Strip theory was used
successfully to compute the motion of
ships in regular waves but its applica-
tions were limited to rigid-body CO”.

siderations only. The seakeeping pro-
grams were, by their nature, not able to
predict wave-induced vibrations. In
other words, the ship hull dynamics were
assumed to be decoupled into rigid-body
motions gove,rned by external hydrostatic
and hydrodynamic forces, and vibrational
behavior due to the finite stiffness of
the hull structure.

In the beam-like vibrations, the
ship bends or twists, but in general the
bull sections do not deform. Tbe hull
dynamic response to wave excitation, in-
cluding rigid-body motions and hull
girder deformations, can be integrated
in the study of vibratory floating beams.
Bishop (12) has shown that the complete
hull dynamics of vertical motion can be
treated by tbe integrated analysis. The
concept was generalized by Robert (13) to
include the hull dynamics in a borizontal
plane “here the hydrostatic forces act as
an external torsional stiffness with re-
spect to roll, which is generally coupled
with yaw and sway motions. The basic
formulation of the integrated coupled
equations of motion follows closely the
non-uniform Timoshenko floating beam
analysis. A normal mode procedure was
adopted in tbe solution with successive
Laplace transforms in order to account
for the strong coupling of the damping
terms in the low-frequency modes. Such
coupling of the normal modes due to
damping allows for the transfer of energy
from one mode to another.

Tbe computer program SPRINGSEA II
(Springing and Seakeeping II) was devel-
oped based on the integrated analysis of
the hull dynamic response to wave excita-
tion (14). The program calculates tbe
low-frequency wave-induced and high-fre-
quency springing responses, the band-
width parameter which checks the appli-
cability of tbe Rayleigh distribution
(15) and the statistics of the combined
bending moments or bending stresses.

The data needed by tbe program con-
sists of the hull geometry, draft, mass
distribution, bending and shear stiff-
ness distributions, ship speeds and
heading angles. For each combination of
ship speed, heading angle and frequency
of encounter, tbe computations of tbe
hydrodynamic added-mass and damping co-
efficients, the free-vibration modes and
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natural frequencies, the excitation
forces, the forced vibrations and the re-
sponse amplitude operator have to be re-
peated. One of the standard wave spectra
built into the program can be used with
an option which allows the user to speci-
fy his own spectrum as input data.

In the free-vibration analysis, the
mass matrix is dependent on the frequency
(and the sneed of the shiv) because of,..
the added-miss contr ibution-.”At each hy-
drodynamic station tbe program computes
the velocity potential, added mass, and
damping coefficients for a Lacge number
of dimensionless frequencies. The re-
sults are stored in large arrays so that
for a specific frequency of excitation,
the hydrodynamic parameters can be accu-

5X.1O*mm/s

lo2rm/s

~

lomm/s

hlmv’s

rately determined. In the free-vibra-
tion analysis, the eigenvalue problem is
solved for several freq”e”cies so that
the natural frequencies a“d normaI mode
shapes can be accurately interpolated
for any frequency of encounter.

The program can accommodate ten
different heading angIes and ~vez a
hundred different frequencies of excita-
tion. The lacqe number of frequencies is
required by the wide domain of interest
when the high-frequency springing re-
sponse is to be investigated. The peak
resonance of this response is usually
very sharp because of the small value of
the associated damping, and a very small
increment of frequency is required in
order to correctly describe this peak.
The response amplitude operator (MO) is

5xlo-knnl/s

60 100 -o .+
1000

*T=
Go,

6000c/mm
~J

FREQUENCY (mZ.) 3
@)

Fig. 17 Human exposure guidelines for vibrations cm ships
(vertical and horizontal)
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TABLE X

PROPELLER-INDUCED VIBRATIONS - OIL CARRIER

H
IThrust Bearing At Shaft ~

I

229
229

! I I

a = Extrapolated

b = Reading taken at 84 RPM

TABLE XI

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM STRESSES

GREAT LAKES BULK CARRIERS

ship

‘Od

keghl

:Olt,

TFF
mximul

Hi/3) CS me of Stress

Elx, ft. stress* psi

23.5 0.819 C 23737
s 16270
w 19337

E
23.5 1.012 C 28oo8

s 23968
w 16o34

23.5 0.781 c 33584
s 23711
w 26196

17.5 0.746 c 28484
s 20125
w 22140

● c = combined, s = springing,
~ . ~ow-ryequency wave-induced

Ieasum
kxirm
tress,
psi

23000
16068
19097

28000
22739
15272

29400
20306
18902

I Double Amplitude in Mils

I 85 RPM I 82 RPM I 70 RPM
I

Dir. Calc . Mess. Calc. Mess . Calc.
*

v 0.58 0.96 0.39 0.92
1.45

+ 0.37 ;:32 :::4 :.;2
v 0.37 0.39 ,0.34 0.78

I I I

v 2.33 1.65b 2.79 1.84 1.85
L 4.2o 8.7ob 5.21 3.80 3.58

*V = Vertical

L = Longitudinal

Mess.

0.60
1.10

computed for each heading angle and
speed. The response spectrum is computed
in the usual manner and the bandwidtb
paramter is calculated from the zero
(variance) , second and fourth moments of
the spectrum. If a short-crested seas
analysis is specified, the usual cosine-
squared spreading function is used to
distribute the energy in the 10ng-
crested wave spectrum with respect to the
angular direciton.

Comparison of Analytical and Measured
Results

Most large slender ships operating
in the Great Lakes exper ience wave-in-
duced bull vibrations. An extensive test
program involving a number of Great Lakes
bulk carriers, sponsordd by the American
Bureau of Shipping and monitored by the
Us. Coast Guard, was carried out by
Teledyne Material Research during the
period 1972 through 1974, with one addi-
tional bulk carrier added in early 1975.
The measurements on these ships consist
primarily of midship deck bending
stresses.

The top curve of Figure 18 shows a
tYPi~al Position of a recorded midship
bending stress history. The recorded
signals were passed through an automatic
filter ing system through “bich the high-
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frequency and low-frequency stress re-
sponse histories were separated as shown
in the middle and bottom curves. The un-
filtered, high-frequency and 10w-fre-
quency stresses are identified as ‘comb-
ined”, “sprinqing”, a“d “low-freq”ency
wave-induced” stresses respectively. It
should be noted that the combined stress
does not include the static stillwater
bending stress a“d that both the spring-
ing anc low-frequency wave-induced
stresses are wave-induced dynamic
stresses.

Each of the three aforementioned
tvDes of stress historv was “tilizt=d to
p;~duce a power spectr~m from which the
root-mean-square (FoB) values of the
three types of stresses were computed.
The spectra of the combined bend ing
stress of two typical records are shown
in Figure 19. The ordinates of the
curves are not those of the actual po”er
spect~um but the mean value of the spec-
tral ordinate over a certain frequency
range. Figure 19 illustrates two dis-
tinct patterns of waw enelgy allocation
toward the peak of “low-frequency wave-
induced” response and the peak of

‘springing”. This process of energy al-
location is controlled by the stage of
wave development and is reflected in the
value of the “peak frequency” of the as-
sociated wave spectrum.

Comparison between results obtained
analytically and those computed from re-
corded data were carried out i“ two major
ways, using the sample ships) short-term
responses and their semi-long-term re-
sponses.

The short-term comparison is fo-
cused on the Sf.fSvalues. The theoretical
RMS values of the peak-to-trough com-
bined springing and low-frequency wave-
inf’uced stresses of a given ship are
computed with the significant wave
height and scattering parameter C im-
plicitly included in the theoretical
wave spectrum. The SMS values of the re-
corded stress are obtained through inte-
gration of the response power spectra,
filt@red a“d Unfiltered. An essential
step for the wave height correction “as
carried out for data recorded on tbe
“William C. Ford” and the “Charles M.
Beeghly”, including the determination of
the scattering parameter as shown in Fig-
ure 20. The fact that tbe “Beeghly” data
is highly concentrated indicates that
only high stresses were recorded and tbe
data is therefore biased. The “Ford”
data, as well as the composite results,
exhibit a widespread scatte E.

The analytical results are weighed
according to tbe actual percentage of
occurrence of the relative wave heading
angle. The resulting stress would be a
function of the significant nave beigbt
only, for a given value of the scattering
parameter. The weighed short-term RMS

Fig. 18 Shipboard record of rnidshlp
stresses-Great Lakes ore
carrier - Storm Condition

StreSS ValUeS Of the “Beeghly” are shown
in Figure 21, where it can be seen that
the measured SMS stress values in the
lower range of wave heights are higher
than the theoretical curves. This be-
havior is attributed to tbe omission of
the low stress records. At tbe higher
end of the nave height scale, low stress
is less probable and the records are
therefoze believed to be more complete.
Moreover, the mean values fall into a
relatively “arrow range ‘of the scatter-
ing parameter. The comparison also shows
a trend of higher springing stress than
low-frequency wave-induced stress in the
low and intermediate sea-states, which
is confirmed by both the analytical and
measured results.

Similar comparisons for the “FordU,
and the “Stewart J. Cort” are shown in
Figures 22 and 23 respectively. Because
of the high degree of scattering detected
from the “Ford nsu,records, it iS reason-
able to assume that a similar situation
prevails in the ‘rCOrt’s” records. This
observation is supported by the fact that
the standard deviation of stresses with-
in a sea-state group is unusually high
compared with the correspond ing mea”
value. The analytical curves shown in
these two figures correspond to a scat-
tering parameter C = 1. As C in-
creases, the springi~g stresses in~rease
and the low-frequency wave-induced
stresses decrease. Therefore, the scat-
tering phenomenon does not explain tbe
fact that the measured RMS stress values
are so low in the higher e“d of the W&Je
height scale. A most likely source of
disc~epancy is believed to be the ship!s
lower speed in a stormy seaway, whereas
the theoretical curve was computed based
on a fixed design speed.

For the semi-long-term response,
the approach is somewhat different from
tbe usual mean value correlation. The
objective is to produce a set of theo- ,
retical curves for the probability of the
max im”m stresses exceeding var ious
stress levels. These curves are compared
with their counterparts produced from
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the extreme measured PJJSstress values of
all sea-state groups. This type of cor-
relation is pursued mainly for two rea-
sons. The first reason is that the
stress records are biased toward the
higher values (low stress records Were
either omitted or discarded) , e:g~~ially
in the case of the “Seeghlyt}. , the
distributions of the Rayleigh parameter
are completely distocted and the
stresses based on all the stress records
are higher than they should be. On the
other hand, the omission of the low
stress records does not affect the ex-
treme RNS stress values. The second rea-
son is that from the practical standpoint
it is more useful to predict the extreme
stress expectancy than the expected mean
value.

For the sake of completeness, how-
ever, the resulting extreme stress
cuzves, both theoretical and exper i-
mental, are also compared with the ex-
pected mean values obtained from all the
stress records.

Figures 24 to 26 show the maximum
peak-to-trough stresses versus log (N),
where N is the number of stress records.
The three types of stresses are staggered
to improve clarity. The solid curves are
computed analytically while the dash and
dash-dot curves are computed using tbe
extreme w values and the ‘complete,, set
of RMS values of the stress records, re-
spectively. It is interesting to note
that, in the cases of the “Seeghly” and
“Ford”, not only do the theoretical
curves agree well with the “extreme,, ex-
perimental cuzves, but both agree well
with the highest stresses recorded. In
tbe case of tbe “CortU, the theoretical
curves are higher than those obtained
from test data. It appears that a major
cause of discrepancy is the error in the
observed wave heights. Table XI also
gives a comparison of the maximum
stresses.

Discussion of Results

Based on the integrated analysis of
hull dynamics, the coupled equations of a
ship have been solved to determine the
low-frequency wave- induced moments and
the high-frequency vibratory loads. An
analytical model was used in conjunciton
with the SPRINGSEA II program to predict
the loads on several bulk carriers opera-
ting in the Grat.Lakes. The computerized
model was calibrated “sing full-scale
measurements taken onboard the vessels
!!cort., ,,Beeghly I’and “Ford”. Long- and
short-term comparisons between the cali-
brated computerized model and the f“ll-
scale measurements were made. The re-
sults of the comparisons were, in gene-
ral, satisfactory.

In addition to the low-frequency
wave-induced stresses, tbe importance of
springing stresses has been recognized,
particularly for the large bulk carriers
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operating in tbe Great Lakes.

A simple illustration of the signi-
ficance of springing is the percentage
increase in the combined stresses due to
springing. The resulting increaseS of
the mean of the HMB values are 46.5,
51.5, and 57.4 percent for the “Ford.,
“Beeghlyn, and “cort1,, respectively.
S.inCe the individual histograms are as-
sumed to follow the Rayleigh distribu-
tion, it follows that the mean value of
the maximum stress is proportional to the
mean of the RNS values. Therefore, the
preceding percentage increases can also
serve as estimates based on .rmxim”m
stresses.

The computerized analytical model
was also used to investigate the effect
of springing on the combined stresses.
Such an effect depends to a large extent
on the significant wave height, and, more
importantly, on the stage of sea develop-
ment as characterized by the peak fre-
quenCy of the wave spectrum. The ‘Cortn,
for example, WOuld experience a“ i“-
crease in the deck stresses due tO
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springing of about 10 percent in a fully
developed sea with a significant wave
height of 15 feet. On the other hand, in
a developing sea condition characterized
by the same significant wave height, such
an increase would become 60 percent. In
a severe sea condition with a significant
wave height of 30 feet, which is probably

LOGOI)

Fig. 26 Comparison between long-term
recorded and theoretical
stresses of the ‘Icort!r

Of more i~tecest for design purposes, the
lnc~ease In the combined stresseS d“e tO
Springing is about 6 percent. TheSe fi9-
Ures should be compared with the 57.4
Percent increase determined from the
full-scale measurements. It should be
noted, however, that most of the full-
scale measurements were taken in the
relatively low sea states which the Ship
had encountered.

It is of interest, therefore, to.as-
sess the importance of the springing
loads as a portion of the total loading
in tbe design of long Great Lakes bglk
carriers. An increase should be expected
in the total bending moment Or stress d“e
to springing, and this increase will
affect the design section modulus of the
hull .

COtiCLUSIONS

The calculation of wave-induced vi-
brations on a vessel can usmlly be per-
formed by using an elastic beam approxi-
mation, but finite element analyses pro-
vide the best available techniques for
thorough investigations of propeller-in-
duced vibrations or coupled effects. New
developments and improvements i“ ~xi=t-
ing computer prcqrams, such as dynamic
condensation, provide more cost-effect-
ive solutions with a greater degree of
confidence in the results. On-board
measurements provide an indication of

i’
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the effect of simplifying assumptions
made in the various parts of the analy-
sis.

The analysis of wave-induced vi-
hcations presented in the paper is a
special type of random analysis, utili-
zing an energy spectrum and RMS values.
The SPRINGSEA II program can also be used
for the case of a general (non-sinusoid-
al) forced vibration, such as slamming.

The desirability of preventing vi-
bration problems at an early design stage
is obvious. Preliminary engineering
calculations can indicate the best bal-
ance between an efficient, economics 1
ship and propulsion system combination
and a minimum level of shipboard vibra-
tions. A significant change in bull gir-
dec natural frequencies to avoid reso-
nance with forcing frequencies can only
be accomplished by major changes in tbe
ship’s hull girder structure, which are
difficult and impractical.

Vibrations can be reduced by re-
ducing the exciting forces on the ship.
This can be accomplished by changing the
configuration of the stern around the
:t:~ll::;”e~dition of stern fin or

increase of clearance,
etc.) or by modifying the propeller it-
self (changing the number of blades,
using a highly skewed or a ducted pro-
peller, etc. ). Vibrations can also be
reduced by changing the natural frequen-
cies of the ship structure to avoid res-
onant or near-resonant conditions. This
can be accomplished for parts of the
vessel by the judicious addition of
structural members which will provide
the necessary increase in local stiff-
ness and frequency. Anothec proposed
technique for reducing vibration re-
sponses is the use of auxiliary tanks
with liquid and aic masses which serve as
vibration dampers.

Further research and investigation
is definitely indicated in many of the
areas discussed in the paDer. Some of
these areas are the cal;uiation of pro-
peller forces with tbe proper phase
angles, damping and its distribution
over the various natural modes of the
ship sturcture, a more accuIate der iva-
tion of the added mass as a function of
frequency, etc.
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